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Prevention
Alcohol Awareness week kicks
off with a series of activities.
Page ·3 ·

Negotiations continue
-for strike settlement
present at the talks, Ozier said.
"It's a positive reaction,"
Ozier said. "It means the BOG is
Despite statements last week willing to get serious with us
by University Professionals of and help us towards an agreeIllinois President Mitch Vogel, ment."
Vogel's speech was just part
-UPI and Board of Governors
representatives re-opened formal of the events that occurred
Thursday as protestors reprecontract negotiations Monday.
The abrupt meeting could be senting the five BOG schools
classified as a sort of surprise, rallied around the UPI president
considering Vogel was quoted at the BOG meeting held in
Thursday in a speech at Western Macomb.
Along with the main problem
Illinois University as saying, "A
disaster is coming and is proba- of equitable salary and the mainbly already here," referring to taining of that salary, stumbling
blocks that still remain are the
the strike.
Earlier in the week Vogel had doubling of office hours ,
also guaranteed there would be increased workload, reimbursenothing but informal talks until ment for increased-health benefit
costs, access to early retirement
the aquisition of a mediator.
"Mitch Vogel called late plans, job security and equal
Friday afternoon and told me," treatment with other state
said Jane Ozier, Eastern's chief employees.
Representatives from Chicago
negotiator. "I'm leaving for
Springfield (Sunday) to meet State, Governor State, Northeastern and Western Illinois with the BOG for negotiations."
Despite the resumption of the the four other schools governed
formal negotiations, there was by the BOG - also will join
no mention of a mediator being Eastern in the talks.
By CHRIS SEPER

Staff writer

MIKE ANSCHUETZ/Associate photo editor
bers of the Ansar Temple join in the celebration of Eastern's 76th Homecoming Saturday, with its
ade entry in a "Salute to the Red, White and Blue."

omecoming parade celebrated patriotically
The two-hour Homecoming
de was celebrated in patri·c style Saturday in front
mni, students and Charlescitizens.
As a whole, the parade went
at," said Meg Grimier,
ade committee co-chair.
e had 120 entries. It was the
st entries we've ever had."
The theme of this year's
mecoming was "America the
utiful: EIU Salutes the Red,
ite and Blue."
Grimier said the parade did
ve· some problems. "In my
uation I'm going to suggest
t next year they limit the
ber of entries to 100,
arleston is just not big
ugh," Grimier said.
We had several gaps in the
de due to Lincoln Avenue,"
'mler added. "It's a thing

that's been a problem every
year."
The problem with Lincoln
Avenue, is that it can not be
closed for the parade because it
is a state highway. and so the
parade has to be stopped to
allow _traffic through, causing
gaps in the parade.
"We tried to change the
parade route because of the
problem of Lincoln," Grimier
said. "But we (parade committee members) kept in touch
through walkie talkies and we
were able to keep in contact
with the fire engine in the front
and close up some of the gaps."
All parades have competitions in various categories, and
Eastern's Homecoming parade
is no different.
Alpha Gamma Delta and
Delta Tau Delta won the flatbed
category, while Sigma Pi and
Sigma Kappa won flatbed with
moveable parts competition.

The Carman Hall entry won
the walking float category, with
the Charleston Lions Club taking the highly decorated car
prize.
Grimier said the committee
started painting numbers on
Seventh St. at 2:30 a.m. Saturday and ended around 4:30 a.m.
"The first entrants started
coming around 5 a.m.' and all
the floats were there by 8:30
a.m.," Grimier said.
"We judged the fraternity's
and sorority's floats Friday
night," Grimier said. "We took
the judges around to each float
sight."
Grimier said the judges stand
was set up on Seventh St. and
the other entries were judged as
they went by.
"You can't really judge that
(the walking float and highly
decorated car) before hand,"
Grimier added.

Continued evaluation
concerns administration
By JILL BAUTER
Administration editor

The further continuation of
President Stan Rives' annual performance evaluation has some
members of Eastern's community
asking for an end to the process.
_" They need to reach closure
because we 're trying to get on
with the university and I think the
president is trying to get on with
the university," said Glenn
Williams, vice president for student affairs.
Charles Colbert, vice president
for business affairs, also said the
BOG needed to reach a conclu-

~

Graduate students
must now pay $25.
Page3
sion.
Out of five Board of Governors
university presidents evaluated on
Sept. 26, only Rives was asked to
meet again for further discussion.
Since then, Rives has met privately with Chancellor Thomas
Layzell and Chair Bob Ruiz and
in executive session with the
members of the BOG following
their monthly meeting last
"Continued on page 2

umber of faculty in disagreement with UPI protest
pite the rallies, the protests and the
hes in favor of the University
ionals of Illinois stands and policies,
mumbling and grumbling is coming
those unhappy with some of UPI'S
tern math professor Lewis Coon, on

of other non-members of the UPI at
of Governors' schools, has filed a
laint and continued to protest the
tion of "Fair Share" fees from their
·ve salaries.
sin accordance with the law, UPI iniCoon said of the fair share fees. ''They
tiffs) are non-members. They are

· actually supposed to happen.
assessed unknown section fees. We don't collect the fees.
"We had to turn around and prove
There are currently 523 non-UPI members
want to pay those fees and we placed it in
on the five BOG campuses out of 2023 eligi- things," Coon said.
writing."
According to Ozier, the 27-article UPIFair Share fees are charges, extracted from ble faculcy with 226 at Eastern, Coon said.
BOG
agreement, including fair share,
"Our agreement does include fair share
the pay checks of all student-related faculty
at all five BOO schools, that go to the UPI and that is fair according to the law and represents everyone at the five universi_that's why we have it in our agreement," ties and applies to everyone at the BOG
for dues and other section fees.
Eastern, Chicago State, Governors State, said Jane Ozier, Eastern's UPI represen- schools, and therefore the fees, rules as
Northeastern and Western Illinois .are the tative. "Anyone who does object to it well as rights should apply to them.
"Obviously UPI is in favor of fair
five universities that are governed by the such as Lewis Coon does have a right to
share, that's why we negotiated it," Ozier
BOO.
.
file an objection."
According to Coon, the hearing he had said. "That's why it's been our agreeWhat Coon and the other objectors are
demanding is a refund of this year's Fair was riddled with incoQ_sistency. Instead ment. According to the law we have
Share fees with triple damages totalling of the administration coming out and every right to have fair share coverage."
Coon said it is not the fault of the local
$78,000, as well as punitive damages of showing where the fair share fees were
$100,000. Along with the damages, Coon spent and how they were collected, Coon UPI negotiator, Ozier, but the fault of the
hopes to restrict the amount of Fair Share had to prove that there was any wrongdo- UPI administration such as President
fees as well as the procedures to level and to ing in the process - a reverse of what is Mitch Vogel and BOG chairpersons.
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FROM PAGE ONE
Evaluation
"From page I
Thursday.
"(A performance evaluation is
a cause for concern if it goes on
and on," Williams said. "It seems
to me whatever needed to be said
should have been said."
Since the meetings involve personnel matters, the· focus of discussion between the board and
Rives has not been revealed to the
public. Therefore, only the BOG
and Rives know the implications
of the on-going evaluation.
"I honestly do not know what
is happening with (Rives' evaluation). I think it would be foolish
for me to try to comment," said
Robert Kindrick, provost and vice
president of academic affairs.
Vice President for Development Stephen Falk also
declined comment. "It is a matter
between he and the board," he
said.
"I'd like to see (the evaluation)
completeq," said Martha Price,

student body president. Price and
four other Student Senate executives attended last Thursday's
BOG meeting to meet with the
board and voice their support of
Rives.
"We told the board our opinion
on the controversies surrounding
Rives and why we think it is
important to retain his leadership," said Brett Gerber, Student
Senate chief of staff.
"Of course we 're disappointed
(that the evaluation isn't completed)," Gerber added. "We don't
think it's fair."
Gerber said Rives has done too
many positive things for the university to deserve the scrutiny he
has been subjected to.
"I think they owe it to Rives
and the university to get it over
with," said Faculty Senate Vice
Chair Gary Wallace. "None of us
really understand why they are
dragging things out."

Fox Broadcasting rating's
improving .in second season
NEW YORK (AP) - How would
you feel if you were the lowestrated television network and nearly
40 percent of your prime-time lineup suffered the lowest ratings on
TV? You'd be cheerful, if you were
the
3
1/2-year-old
Fox
Broadcasting Co. The upstart
"weblet" is off to a booming start
in the month-old 1991-92 season
and a strong recovery from its disappointing performance last year.
Its hit shows are distinct alternatives to network fare, shows like
"Married ... with Children," "The
Simpsons," and "In Living Color."
Its newest hit, "Beverly Hills
90210," the highest-rated show
among teens, is watched by one of
every five teen-agers.
. "Fox has pushed the envelope in
a lot of areas," said Richard
Fentress of Petry Television, which
represents TV stations (including
Fox affiliates) in their. advertising
and programming decisions.
'They're way out in fyont of everybody in developing stuff for the
'90s - whatever that is." In comparison with its Big Three rivals,
Fox's ratings soar across the board,
especially in demographic groups
coveted by advertisers.
Some numbers: - Just four
weeks into the new season, Fox
was the No. 1 network for kids and
teens, ages 2 to 17; its viewership is

up in all adult categories; among
ages 16 to 34, it's up 42 percent; 18
to 49, up 38 percent; even among
adults 25 to 54, it's up 32 percent.
•Fox's share of male viewers 18
to 49 is up 37 percent; women
viewers 18 to 49 are up 38 percent,
and women 25 to 54 are up 30 percent. And Fox's prime-time viewership is 48 percent male, a hard-toreach audience. Big Three viewership has a significantly lower percentage of males.
•Fox's average household rating
was 7.9, up 34 percent from last
year at this time. Its audience share
is up 3 points, while among the Big
Three, only CBS' share is up, and
only by a single point.
Share is the percentage of sets
tuned in. A rating point is 921,000
homes with televisions, or 1 percent
of Nielsen's 92.1 million-home TV
"universe." In the smaller 20.1 million teen universe, "Beverly -Hills
90210" got a 20.9 rating and a 52
share.
Fox's success flows from its
design, industry observers say.
It's a lean machine, programmed
with one function: to remove certain core audiences - hence advertising dollars - from its rivals.
Fox offers only 10 hours of regular, prime-time shows a week, on
Thursday, Friday, Saturday and
Sunday nights.

The Dally Eastern New

A WEEKLY COLUMN BY ROBERT HENNINGS

TURNING BACK THE PAGES
Editor's note: These columns were prepared by history Professor Robert Hennings with the assistance
of graduate student Marcia Steward. Jn commemoration of the university's upcoming JOOth anniversary and the recent 75th anniversary of The Daily
Eastern News, Hennings' weekly column will take us
back to what was happening this week on campus
75, 50 and 25 years ago.
75 years ago, Normal School News
Oct. 24, 1916

ning today and lasting until late tomorrow eveni
Actual Homecoming activities will begin wit
flourish this afternoon at 4 p.m. when the ann
freshman-sophomore tug-of-war takes place acr
the Lincoln field lake.
After that contest, the bonfire at 6:45 p.m.,
homecoming play "What a Life" at 8 p.m. and
Pep dance at 10 p.m. follow in rapid successi
Concluding the first day of Homecoming is the
night show "Moonlight in Hawaii" at 11 :30 p.m.

* **
The Recognition service of the Young Women's
Christian Association was held Friday evening at
6:45 in Pemberton Hall. Thirty applicants were
received into membership with the candlelight service. The president explained the purpose of the service and.desired the pleasure of the association with
reg~d to the applications for membership. Mr. Lord
gave a very interesting and helpful talk on "The Two
Levels of Living."

* **

Eastern 's THIN Clads, under the tutelage
Coach Winfield "Scotty" Angus, decisively de~
the harriers of Western Teachers at Macomb 20
35, chalking up their first victory of the year
Saturday, Oct. 11, in the initial home. meet of
year.
Although the visitors managed to capture a
place when J. Toomey crossed the finish line in
minutes, 37 seconds, Eastern men seized the next
places.

Mr. Allen gave the seniors instructions to observe 25 years ago, Eastern News
fire drill in the model schools. It is rumored that
Oct.19, 1966
these instructions were necessary because a student
Bruce Kelly, senator from Independent Stu
teacher, not knowing the meaning of the fire alarm,
tried to keep his class in the room by bodily force. Association, presented a plan for reapportion
He was found in an exhausted condition by a critic proposed by the committee headed by Jim
teacher and revived.
treasurer.
According to the plan, the senate would be
at 30 members elected at large from the stu
* **
body. The terms would be staggered, with Ir>
Last Saturday someone mentioned the fact that tors being elected each quarter.
there was considerable material for a school band
this year. A count was at once begun, and it was
** *
found there were six cornetists, two men who play
baritones, one the flute, and two drummers. These
The International Center Foundation
men have practically all had band experience and Charleston, Illinois, Incorporated, held its org
with others should be able to furnish some real tional meeting at 7:30 p.m. last Wednesday in
music for the school. Mr. Wilson has had experience Lecture Room of Booth Library.
as a teacher of wind instruments and is ready to help
The Foundation was begun as a steering co
in instructing or leading. A meeting of those inter- • tee this past summer for the purpose of pro
ested will probably be held Tuesday.
international understanding and cultural exc
among residents of the Charleston area and the
50 years ago, Eastern Teachers News
dents, faculty and administrators of Eastern.
Oct. 17, 1941

* **
Eastem's 1941 Homecoming theme, "A Salute to
Eastern Men in Service," recalls the fact that this is
the second time the college has had cause to commemorate the contribution of her sons to their country. Only 23 years ago another great crisis confronted the nation, and Eastern felt the effects just as she
is feeling them today. Miss Mary Jane Booth, head
of the library, was the only member of the Normal
school faculty at that time to become engaged in
active war work overseas. Besides Miss Booth, there
are 11 of our present faculty who were actively
engaged in the war or who were_in training services.

* **
Eastern will pay rousing tribute to graduates and
former students now in uniform with two days and
nights chock full of Homecoming festivities, begin-

Last Saturday, Eastern increased its overall
record to 4-2 and 3-1 in the Midwest S
Association as the Panthers defeated St. M
Seminary, 2-0. In gaining their fourth vie
Eastern also picked up its first shutout of the

** *
"A place for students to come and de-press
was the way Mrs. Jane Stackhouse, faculty ass'
described her responsibility, the Frankl'
Andrews Music Room.
The Music Listening Room, as it is pop
known, is l?Cated in the west end of the base
Booth library. The 5,000 albums that comp·
record collection available to students are a
section of musical genres.

Pagliai's Pizza
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thics committee
o discuss ·codes
e second of three meetings
the proposed university
'cs code will be held Monday
those who wish to make sugtions and voice their opinon the code.
he meeting will take place
l :30 p.m. to 3 p.m. in
127 of Lumpkin Hall and
tudents, faculty, staff and
'nistrators are welcome to
ipate.
current draft of the code
istributed to all university
yees in September.
meetings were intended
e "everybody in the uni-

versity community ... the opportunity to respond to this code
an.ct make suggestions to it,"
said Robert Barger, chair of the
ethics committee.
"The ethics code is a standard
of expected behavior and is formulated to avoid problems by
giving individuals a clear statement of what is anticipated,"
said President Stan Rives.
The ethics committee will
meet between 10:30 a.m. and
noon on Thursday in the
Coleman Hall Auditorium.
- Staff report

1k-A-Th On cancel-led
e to low Sunday turnout
SSIE SIMPSON

m was supposed to kick
celebration of Alcohol
ess Week with "One For
ad," a Walk-A-Thon/Jogn on Sunday afternoon,
k of a turnout caused the
o be cancelled.
was kind of slow, and we
t have many people
ut, so we may try to
edule," said Debi Norske,
tant coordinator of the
ho! and Drug Information
st Alcohol Consciousness
cerning the Health _of
ersity. Students an.ct several
student organizations , wil~
onsoring several activities
workshops aimed at prevenof alcohol abuse and
onsibility in connection
the consumption of alcoveral of the events will be
ng place in the Martin
er King Jr. University
n walkway near the Sugar
, Norske said.
omorrow we will have the
er memorial, which will be
flower displays that have
donated by local florists,
isplay in the union walk," Norske, said. "The
orial will be for any and all
astern's students, faculty
staff who have had alcohol
t their lives in some way."
orske said the flower memowi 11 be going on all day
day this week.
popular activity in the past
students is the Pop tent,
e students will be able to
ee Pepsi products and free
Jes of O'Douls, a non-alcobeer made by Anheuserh, Norske said.

''

It was kind of
and we didn't
many pea.p ie
out, so we may
reschedule

MIKE ANSCHUETZ/Associate photo editor

slow,
have
turntry to

Debi Norske, assistant
coordinator of the
Alcohol and Drug
Information office

i:e1 i :1 1 isi1l1 1 ~l1i1 ;;m: ''11i;1~111;111i:111111;111111111
"The pop tent will from 11
a.m. until 4 p.m. in the Library
Quad (Monday)," Norske said.
Also on the Library Quad,
will be the wrecked car, which
was donated by an area towing
company, Norske said.
"There will be 157 balloons
tied to the car that represents the
number of college-aged students
that died in the state of Illinois
in 1990 in alcohol-related accidents," Norske said.
From 8 a.m. until 3 p.m. in
the union, the Alpha Kappa
Alpha will be distributing
poems that deal with alcohol use
and abuse.
There will be opportunities
for students and faculty to win
items throughout the day.
"People can sign up for giveaways at the Pop tent," Norske
said:
"Responsibility in usage is
the main message were trying to
get across," Norske said. "It's
not that we're saying not to
drink, we're saying to do it
responsibly."

Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity, Inc., perform their winning act in the annual National Panhellenic
contest Saturday night in McAfee gym.

st~p

show

Greek Step Show entertains crowd
By CHRIS SEPER
AND ELLIOTT PEPPERS
Staff writers

Kirk: Homecoming successful
Eastern's 76th Homecoming
was a celebration of spirit rather
than a blood bath of competition.
"I was very happy with the way
everything turned out," said Brad
Kirk, Homecoming coordinator.
"We tried to desensitize the
competition and make Home-coming more of a celebration of spirit," Kirk said. ..
This year, unlike in the past

ple did the window painting, participated in the bonfire/pep rally
and showed up for the parade and
the football game just for the fun
of it, not because they had tq.
Groups such as sororities, fraternities, residence halls, the Black
Student Union and Hispanic
Student Union showed their support of Homecoming by celebrating it together rather than competing against each other for awards
and prizes, Kirk added.
Amy Jobin, spirit co-chair, said

years, p~rticipation or spirit points
were not awarded to organizations
for participating in all of the
Homecoming activities.
However, there was still a high
showing of students and groups in
all the Homecoming activities.
Kirk believes that the high
turnout of student organizations is
due to the fact that, because the
activities were not mandatory, peo-

Lan1bda Chi Alpha and Delta Zeta
took the spirit award, while Sigma
Sigma Sigma and Sigma Phi
Epsilon won first prize for sportsmanship.
"In sportsmanship in non-greek
competition it was BSU in first,"
Jobin added.
"For Spirit in non-greek competition it was the same, BSU was in
first."

By JULIE SULLIVAN

The stage was set in McAfee
Gym Friday evening as greek pride,
dancing prowess and some saucy
lyrics spiced up the annual National
Panhellenic Council greek Step
Show entitled "Ain't No Half
Steppin."
Three fraternities and three sororities each performed 15-minute performances. Alpha Phi Alpha, Iota·
Phi Theta, Kappa Alpa P~i fraternities, Inc., and Alpha Kappa Alpha,
Delta Sigma Ttieta and Zeta Beta
Phi sororities, ltlc., were the frater:
nities and sororities that performed.
"I thought it was awesome," said
Julea Waren, sophomore speech
pathology major, member of Sigma
Sigma Sigma sorority Inc. and
judge of the evening's events. "I
was impressed with the show. I
think it helped further interfraternity relationships. It brought a lot of
the greeks together, white and
black."
Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity, Inc.,
and sorority Delta Sigma Theta,
Inc., took the respective step show
titles, with Alpha Phi Alpha unseating Kappa Alpha Psi, step show
champs for the past two years.
The step show was judged on
creativity, sportsmanship and originality, with judges Johnetta Jones
and William Coffee overseeing the
event along with two student members. Although there are nine black
greek organizations, Omega Psi Phi
and Phi Beta Sigma fraternities,

Staff writer

Inc., and Sigma Gamma Rho soror- digit members.
ity, Inc., opted not to participate.
"I think it (the step show) was
More than 400 Eastern students good," said Monica Martin, sophos,howed up to witness a different more English major. "It brought the
array of styles, performers and attj.- blacks closer together on campus as
tudes that accompanied this year's well as a lot of whites showed. That
step show. Kappa Alpha Psi came was nice. Hopefully more will
with their traditional cane dancing, show next year."
while Alpha Phi Alpha countered
Lyricism ranged from pride in
with the "Don't drop the brick."
·~ the respective greek organization,
Alpha Kappa Alpha went with prowess in attracting to women., to
five members of their sorority, and downright insulting the other fraterboth Delta Sigma Theta and Zeta nities.
Phi Beta opted to go with double-

OG to request extra $25 fee for graduate students
UART TART
lying to Eastern's graduate programs is
er free.
Board of Governors approved last
y a request by the university for per. n to establish a $25 application fee for
uate programs.
Nilsen, associate dean of the School of
te Studies and Research, said the fee,
h will take effect for the fall 1992
ter, is designed to improve the percentapplicants who actually attend the uni'ty. An increase of approximately 800
ations to the college, without a proporincrease in attendance,, made the fee
ble, she said.

"We don't have the number of staff members to process (that many applications)
effectively," she said.
The graduate college received 2,200 applications for this semester, as compared to
1,400 for fall semester 1990, yet graduate
attendance only increased by 80 students
from 949 to 1,029 students, she explained.
"The increase in the number of students
today over a year ago doesn't reflect that
large increase (in the number of applications)," Nili;en said.
Nilsen added that she doesn't expect the
application fee to significantly affect graduate
enrollment.
"Enrollments haye been very c6nsistent
over the years," she said. "I don't think we'll
see a decrease in enrollment; I do think we'll

see a decrease in applications."
Nilsen added that a $25 undergraduate
application fee, implemented in 1989, has not
affected enrollment at that level. In fact,
Eastern 's undergraduate enrollment is the
highest it's ever been; 10-day enrollment figures put Eastern 's total enrollment this
semester at 10,450.
"If that is a predictor, we can predict (the
fee) will not harm enrollment," she said.
The BOG also gave its authorization
Thursday to a proposal by Chancellor
Thomas Layzell that the system's adult
degree program, the Board of Governors
Bachelor of Arts degree, be available for use
by community college districts statewide.
The degree program is designed to provide
adults, who are unable to complete their

bachelor's degree in the traditional manner
because of special circumstances, like fulltime employment, with nontraditional options
to earn a bachelor's degree from a BOG university, outgoing Vice President for
Academic Affairs Robert Kindrick said.
The program serves "out-of~school adults
who may still be placebound" by allowing
them to obtain credits from community colleges and other four-year universities, he
-explained. The program is currently available
only in 13 of Illinois' 40 community college
districts, but the plan approved by the BOG
would make it available to all 40 districts.
However, the plan must now receive
Illinois Board of Higher Education approval
before it can be im_plemented, Kindrick said.

o!~; Eastern News . Homecoming provides shocking conversatio

OPINION

I always look forward to
Homecoming Weekend. It's the
one time I know 90 percent of
my graduated friends will be In
one group reminiscing about
former times at The News.
This weekend was no different. We spent most of our time
laughing, talking and just plain
,joking around. I was talking to
one of my best friends during a Debbie
party and she had some disturb- Carlson
ing news.
While describing how her job at the paper she
works at is going, she told me she was a victim of
sexual harassment.
I was awestruck.
She described to me the events of what happened and then she told me about what happened
when she decided to press charges. Right now she
- said her life is a living hell. Aside from the fact she
is getting rude comments and poor treatment from
those who harassed her, she said the worst thing is
that no one believes her.
This, too, struck me.
My friend continued to say that she believes she ·
did the right thing and prays that it will never happen to me.
Needless to say, it put a damper on the night.
The talk also hit a nerve that's been sensitized in
recent weeks. My friend, like Anita Hill, has had her
. integrity shQt down and credibility demolished by

doing what she believes is the right thing.
These two events, the Anita Hill one esp
suggest that there is something wrong with
em American society.
Although sexual harassment will probably
stop - the most it might do is tame itself - the
we treat the topic should change. Currently
woman (or man) who is brave enough to
charges encounter sayings all the way from
was asking for it" to "you just don't see it the
do" or from 'Tm just kiddin,g" to "take a I
toots."
Plus the person's believablity factor goes
when the person who allegedly assaulted he
admits the event happened. Right now, I
Anita Hill's credibility. Millions of Americans
believe her, and worse many more scoff at an
she says.
In light of these two facts, sexual harassm
become something that people a.re admlttl
Talk shows and news features show how peo
combatting harassment on any level.
Even though sexual harassment still is so
most people want to hide, many are sta
press charges, something which will lead
good of the community.
My friend didn't tell me when her case wlll
court. But when it does, I'm hoping that all t
ment she has suffered will be rectified by he
ning the case.
Debbie Carlson Is the managing editor and a
nist for The Daily Eastern News. _
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Solutions needed
in case of sexual
harassment
'

For the past two weeks the Clarence
Thomas hearings and his eventual confirmation has been one of the most controversial
news topics this country has witnessed since
Watergate.
His stances on abortion, affirmative action
and other sensitive topics had sparked
protests and debates on how he might rule
on future Supreme Court cases.
But of all the controversy, the eve_n t that
obvisusly stood out is
Anita Hill's allegations. of
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ sexual harassment durmg
the period that Hill and
Thomas when they worked together at the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
10 years ago.
Hill, who came public with the news shortly before Thomas was to -be confirmed, has
received attacks on her credibility ever since.
Allegedly, the Senate judiciary Committee
had learned that Hill was asked if she was
harassed by Thomas one month before Hill
herself said in public that she was. She had
asked the Senate to keep the news about it
quiet so it might not ruin his chances of being
confirmed to the U.S. Supreme Court.
But because of pressure from anti-Thomas
interest groups, Hill eventually agreed to go
public with the information.
The events that ensued have not answered
the question of Thomas' innocence or guilt.
The Senate's secrecy on this topic has not
done much to shed light on the events. If the Dear editor:
Senate had brought these allegations to light
It seems silly to me (a white
sooner, perhaps much of the embarrassment "majority" student) all the controversy surrounding the rise and
of both parties could have been avoided.
Although Hill originally did not want her apparent fall of the White Student
name to be associated with the allegations, Union. First of all, the motives
she should have immediately realized how behind the WSU were highly questionable. Its intentions at first
serious the topic sexual harassment is. If seemed racial more than anything.
Thomas did sexually harass her. his decisions There may be something here. The
on court cases could be obscured by it.
idea of having a race-oriented
Even though the Senate had agreed to Student Union is valid, but segrekeep her name out of the information, they gating it is ludicrous. Why don't
still should have addressed the question of
sexual harassment from the begining but
treating her as an anonymous source.
The events preceding the Thomas confirmation demonstrate that sexual harassment
in the workplace is still a problem society
must deal with.

Editorial

Your turn

Reader: Student
Union needed for
all students.

we just turn back the hands of time
arid segregate classes while we're races, instead of the two "
at it too? That is where the BSU
ties." It would be beneflc
comes into play. Black students are
as equal as any other race on campus. But they still fight for their the Asians and Hispanics
equality. They want to be equal, same time.
but seems their attitudes toward
other races are quite the contrary
at times. I understand that the
purpose of the BSU is not segregation, but a unification of one particThe Daily Eastern News
ular race of students to obtain · ages readers to submit
goals. But that in itself seems to be columns concerning any t
a bit hypocritical.
issue that may be relevant
readership.
The idea of having a social/raceColumns should be restrl
oriented Union is valid, but segreless
than three typewritten
gating it is not. It seems more
spaced
pages.
intelligent to have a Student Union
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ives to attend SAT meeting· Presentation to show
JAMESCONNELLY
ff writer
The Student Action Team
nday will discuss the beging of Alcohol Awareness
k
ething we believe in, an,d
feel it is very important to
ke students aware of this,"
President Terry Tumbarello

said.
The group's main objective is
to bring a larger sense of alcoho! and drug awareness to the
Eastern campus, and to use this
awareness to encourage responsible drinking, Tumbarello
added.
The SAT will meet at 6 p.m.
in the Kansas Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

EasternPresidentStanRives
will be in attendance to discuss
one of the main issues of the
meeting, which is whether or
not the group will sponsor the
Gus Bus.
The Gus Bus program, which
started last year, is a program
where the bus makes rounds to
the local bars in order to provide
safe travel for students.

'1
'.ffingham Ainad Fire Patrol peiform their go-cart acrobatics during the homecoming parade Sunday
on in Charleston.

r1"sks of dr"1v"1ng drunk

RANA WOODSON
Staff intern

A driving under the influence
presentation will be held at 7
p.m. Monday in Lawson Hall to
give students insight of the risks
they take when they drink and
drive.
The presentation, "DUI: How
You C!in Beat Them" is a part of
Alcohol Awareness week. The
program is provided to students
to demonstrate the procedures
police officers use to test a
drunk driver.
"I hope the student will learn
the facts about driving under the
influence, and that it's not something you should try to test,"
said Debi Norske, assistant
coordinator of the Alcohol and
Drug Information office.
N orske said she hopes the
presentation will eliminate any
myths that students have about
tests that are administered to
drunk drivers.
"Man~ students think if they
put a penny under their tongue
when taking the breathalizer test
it will throw it off," she said.
"That's just not true."
The presentation will include
officer Mike Ealy's demonstration of different tests administered to drunk drivers, the different drinking levels and the

' '

J hope the student
will learn the facts

about driving under
the influence, and
that it's not something you should try
to test.
Debi Norske, assistant coordinator of
the Alcohol and Drug
Information office

''

deteriorating coordination that
goes with drinking. A video will
also be shown.
There will also be two Boost
Alcohol Consciousness Concerning the Health of University
Students representatives in
attendance to talk on the designated drivers program.
Norske said she hopes students will learn that "besides
making it home safely, students
need to remember there are
other risks involved when drinking and driving."

icky to perform organ recital in
entennial observance ·of Mozart
n organ recital in obserof the bicentennial of the
th of Wolfgang Amadeus
will be held Monday.
(\Oncert will feature Gary
ky, a professor of music at
tern, performing various
s on the organ. According
wicky, violinists Cynthia
r and Kathreen Ryan and
t Donald Tracy will accomhim on two church sonatas.
wicky added that he will
one four-hand organ piece,
h was written for a mechanorgan in a clock, with his

wire, Elaine. '
"The theme of the concert
will relate to Mozart," Zwicky
said.
"The concert will focus on
improvi~atiop, and call attention
to the fact that he (Mozart) liked
the organ very much, but there
aren't many written organ pieces
by Mozart because he generally
improvised," Zwicky added.
Variations on America by
Charles Ives, and an organ concerto by Handel also will be performed Zwicky said.
The performance will begin at
7:30 p.m. in the Leo J. Dvorak
Concert Hall. It is free of charge
and open to the public.

ongress urged to drop exemptions on discrimination laws
ASHINGTON (AP) - The
"ght on sexual harassment has
pted Congress to take a look
If and consider dropping the
ion that permits it to avoid
against discrimination.
at this Congress would pass a
of laws on civil rights, workety and yes, sexual harasst, and then exempt itself, is
·sy, pure and simple," said
Dave Durenberger, R-Minn.
. Charles Grassley, R-lowa, is
g the idea that Congress be
by the laws it passes just as civil rights bill-is reaching
ate floor.
ike the Civil Rights Act of
, the bill to be taken up this
k also exempts Congress.
ley plans to offer an amendbringing Congress under its
s.
w in the world can members
ss really know and underthe burden it puts on America
it doesn't even have to live

under the law itself?" Grassley
asked.
His idea hasn't been popular in
Congress, which has exempted
itself from a long list of other laws,
including the Freedom of Information Act, the Equal Employment
Opportunity Act, the Social Security Act and the government
ethics act.
Barring a reversal of course,
employees of members of Congress have little recourse if they are
victims of the type of sexual harassment that Anita Hill alleged against
Supreme Court nominee Clarence
Thomas.
There are House and Senate rules
against discrimination, which
includes sexual harassment. But if
not resolved by the member, a
worker can turn only to the Senate
Ethics Committee or House Office
of Fair Employment Practices, said
Jean Dugan, chairwoman of the
Capitol Hill Women's Political

Caucus.

"There is no outside recourse for
anyone sexually harassed," she
said.
Her organization has drafted a
sexual harassment policy statement
and urged each House and .Senate
member to adopt it. The policy
defines sexual harassment,.cites
some examples, and pledges ~·swift
and serious attenti<}n to any complaint of sexual harassment." The
hope, Dugan said, is that adoption
of the policy will prompt any member of tongress to deal forcefully
with sex harassers - and that violations would be viewed more
strongly by the appropriate House
or Senate panel.
Thirty-four senators have adopted that policy or one similar - three
since the Thomas allegations surfaced, she said. The latest to adopt
the pqlicy are Democrats Jeff
Bingaman of New Mexico, Tom
Daschle of South Dakota and John
Keny of Massachusetts.
Some 199 House members have

signed as well.
Of the 14 members of the Senate
Judiciary Committee that conducted the Thomas hearings, only three
have signed the Policy: Democrats
Howell Heflin of Alabama, Patrick
Leahy of Vermont and Paul Simon
of Illinois. Chairman Joseph Biden,
D-Del., has adopted it for the committee staff but not his own office
staff, Dugan said.
The Senate Republican Leader,
Bob Dole of Kansas, has adopted
it, but the Democratic leader,
George Mitchell of Maine, has not,
though he has urged all Senate
offices to adopt anti-harassment
guidelines.
The House has seen several sexharassment cases in recent years.
Donald E. "Buzz" Lukens, an
Ohio Republican, was allowed to
resign last year rather than face
expulsion on two sex-related cases:
a conviction of having sex with an
underage girl and a later allegation
of fondling a female elevator oper-

ator in the Capitol.
Two other House members were
dealt with more lightfy by the
Ethics Committee.
In 1989, California Democrat
Jim Bates received a letter of
reproval, a mild punishment, after
two women on his office staff filed
sex harassment complaints. He lost
a bid for re~lection.
And the Ethics Committee coneluded last year that Rep. Gus
Savage, D-Ill., made improper sexual advances toward a female
Peace Corps worker in Zaire, but it
took no further action after Savage
wrote a letter of apology. He was
re-elected.
Sen. John Danforth, R-Mo.,
Thomas' chief sponsor, is also the
chief GOP supporter of a proposed
civil rights bill in the Senate.
In arguing for Thomas, Danforth
said the civil rights bill would be
an opportunity for senators to
address the seriousness of sexual
harassment.
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Forest fires under
control in Northwest

Ukraine will not
sign treaty with
Soviet republics

SPOKANE, Wash. (AP) Evacuees began returning to their
bu'rned-out homes as gusting
wind eased Thursday, helping
firefighters battle wildfires that
have destroyed more than 100
homes and killed five people
across four states.
"Before the fire was letting us
fight it on its terms, but now the
tide has changed a little bit," U.S.
Forest Service spokesman Kevin
Kennedy said in Oregon. "This is
a real big day for us." Fires
across parts of Washington,
Idaho, Montana and Oregon
scorched hundreds of thousands
of acres of grass, brush and timber.
Most were ignited Wednesday
by power lines downed in a fierce
Wind storm that gusted to more
than 60 mph and kicked up heavy
dust.

MOSCOW (AP) - The Ukr .
said Thursday it will not sign
agreement to form an econo ·
union with other Soviet republi
producing a major crack in
agreement on the eve of its signi
After weeks of intense nego ·
tions, 10 republics had be
expected to sign the document in
ceremony at the Kremlin
Friday. The Ukraine, an indus ·
and agricultural powerhouse of
million people, was considered
key participant.
Since defeating a hard-Ii
Communist coup attempt
August, President Mikhail
Gorbachev has put most ot
government business on a b
burner to concentrate on win ·
the agreement to preserve str
economic ties between
republics.
Without the economic uni
the country is threatened
breakup into hostile units
high tariff barriers and ex
restrictions. Already, s
republics have forbidden the
ment of scarce food and cons
products outside their territory.
The pact has no.t been publi
in advance, but its basic out!'
known. It would create a "si
economic zone" encompass
most of the former Soviet Uni
minus the three newly-inde~
Baltic states, Georgia, Molda
and now, the Ukraine.
The zone was to have a s·
monetary and banking sys
coordinated customs rules and
iffs, and cooperation in fields
as energy, transportation and
munications.
However, the single mon
system was placed in serious
this week by Russian Presi
Boris N. Yeltsin, who said his
republic plans to introduce its
currency.

Killed were an eastern Washington woman trying to flee her
home, two people crushed by
heavy equipment in Idaho and
Montana and the pilot and copilot aboard a California-based air
tanker that crashed en route to
firefighting duty in Montana. The
wreckage was found Thursday.
In addition, four people were
missing after reporting fires in
northern Spokane County.
National Guard units were activated in Washington, Idaho and
Oregon. And authorities sought
additional firefighters from as far
away as Southern California and
Arizona.
"There's a real, almost crisis
situation with a shortage of crews
and trying to get them out to the
fires," said Dave Turner of the
Montana Department of State
Lands.

Earthquake kills 341 in ·India
DEHRA DUN, India (AP) - A
mighty earthquake convulsed the
Himalayan foothills on Sunday,
killing at least 341 people, flattening tens of thousands of homes and
triggering major landslides, police
said.
The earthquake rippled through
northern Uttar Pradesh state, causing massive destruction in at least
two districts along, the IndianTibetan border. At least 2,000 people were injured, the United News
of India news agency reported.
At least 500 people were feared
trapped in the rubble of buildings
that collapsed when the quake
struck, Dehra Dun District
Magistrate Shishir Priya Darshi
said.
India's Seismology Department
measured the 45-second quake at
6.1 on the Richter scale. The U.S.
Geological Survey put the magnitude at 7.1.

NEED EXTRA MONEY?
National Marketing
Company Needs People
With Good Phone Voices.
Earn $5 per hour
Guaranteed PLUS
Bonuses
To Apply call
348-5250 EOE

The -state's top police official,
Director General Prakash Singh
said 262 bodies had been recovered
in the Uttarkashi district, United
News of India reported. Darshi, the
district magistrate, said the count in
Uttarkashi was likely to rise.
At least 59 people were killed in
the Tehri district just south of
Uttarkashi, the news agency said,
quoting a local official.
Another 20 people were killed
in the Chamoli district east of
Uttarkarshi, police said. The
victims included 1'5 pilgrims at
a Hindu temple in Kedarnath,
they said.
A senior civil official in Dehra
Dun, the nearest big town to
Uttarkarshi said tens of thousands
of homes were reported destroyed.
The official spoke on condition of
anonymity. United News of India
said 400 villages were affected.
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BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) iite Muslim kidnappers are
cted to release an American
tage by Monday and Israel is
free some Arab prisoners in
nse, the United Nations said

y.
The announcement from the result of an intensive U.N. effort
. information center in Beirut to free all of the Western hostages
not say which of the five in Lebanon.
erican captives in Lebanon
The U.N. announcement came
uld be freed or where. U.N. after Israel said on Saturday that it
cials refused to elaborate on had received solid information
brief statement.
that one of it& five missing serwas the first time the United vicemen in Lebanon was dead,
ions has ever announced a and hinted it would free more
etable for the release of a Arab prisoners it holds.
stern hostage. The leading
The hostage-holders are de. envoy in the hostage negoti- manding that Israel free all Arab
ns was believed to be in _prisoners in exchange for the
t.
release of the hostages, but Israel
the report proves accurate, it has said it first must know the stad be the fourth Westerner to tus of its missing servicemen.
leased since August as the
The longest-held of the nine

remaining hostages is American
Terry Anderson, chief Middle
East correspondent of The Associated Press. He was kidnapped on
March 16, 1985.
The other American hostages
are Thomas Sutherland, acting
dean of agriculture at American
University of Beirut; Joseph
James Cicippio, acting comptroller at the university; Alann
Steen, a journalism instructor at
Beirut University College; and
Jesse Turner, a mathematics professor at the latter college.
,
Two Germans, a Briton and an
Italian also are hostages.
Lebanese state television, notoriously inaccurate on hostage stories along with most of Lebanon's
local news media, quoted unidentified sources as saying the
hostage to be freed would be
either Cicippio or Turner.
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Utl_arty's
Today's Lunch Special •••

Grilled Chicken Club w /fries

$2.99
(fomorrow: Bacon Cheeseburger w/frles $1.99)

$3 Pitchers
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.

.
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YOUR · ROOM· IS TRASHEIJ
SOMEONE JUST TOLD YOU

YA AIN'T GOT NO CLASS.

uclear weapons threat developing MONEY'S ,. SHOR1

NITED NATIONS (AP) - Iraq's success in
tly building a nuclear weapons program makes
fear that other countries could vault into the
club.
ghdad had the advantage of 9il money to finance
lO billion nuclear program and a closed society
Saddam Hussein to keep the program secret.
experts say Iraq might have perfected an atomic
in about 15 months had it not been for the Gulf
's defeat forced it to open its laboratories and
bases to U.N. inspectors, resulting in the disof a weapons program that astonished scienwith its breadth, complexity and advanced stage
elopment.
while, a network of nations have been secreting nuclear technology, expertise and materials.
rts worry most about countries in flashpoint
s where tensions are chronically high.
here are plenty," said Diana Edens word,
h analyst for the Wisconsin Project on Nuclear

Arms Control in Washington.
"The obvious suspects are North Korea, South
Africa, Argentina, Brazil, Pakistan, India, Libya,
Taiwan, the Soviet republics, South Korea, Algeria,
Israel and Iran," she said.
All of these countries are researching bomb design,
she said, and have been importing technology applicable to nuclear weapons.
Some may already have the weapons. India has
exploded an atomic warhead in an underground test.
Israel is believed to have dozens of nuclear weaponshundreds, according to a book published on Sunday.
"One thing that's going to come out is the cooperation among these countries," Edensword said. "One
country develops the trigger mechanism, they trade
that with another country that has uranium, someone
else provides other parts." She contended Brazil and
Iraq had a secret nuclear agreement under which the
Brazilians supplied the Iraqis witb. tons of uranium
concentrate. She said that South Africa and Israel
have been linked and that China also aided Iraq.
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Dorm size refrigerators and
microwave ovens for rent. Carlyle
Rentals. 820 Lincoln Street. 3487746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/6
TOKENS CHECK CASHING
REGISTRATION OFFER!! $1
ONLY-THROUGH OCTOBER
31ST! OPEN LATE AT NIGHT,
AND WEEKENDS TO SERVE
YOUBETIER!
_ _ _ _ca10/15,16,17,18,21

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report errors
immediately at 581-2812.
A corrected ad will appear
in the next edition.
All dassified advertising
must meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed after 2 p.m.
will be published in the fol1owing days newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
after the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if Jor
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE• Developmental Trainers needed to
work with developmentally disabled adults. Training and certification provided. Full and Parttime, start $4.60/hr. Apply in person at 738 18th St.
-~~~~=--~~-~1216
OVERSEAS JOB. $90Q-2000 mo.
Summer, Yr-round, All Countries,
All fields. Free info. Write IJC,
PO Bx 52-IL03 Corona Del Mar
CA 92625.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ 10/24
EARN $2000 + FREE SPRING
BREAK TRIPS! North America's
#1 Student Tour Operator seeking motivated students, organizations , fraternities , and sororities
as campus representatives promoting Cancun, Bahamas, Daytona, and Panama City! Call 1800-724-1555.
_ _ _ca10/21-25,28-31,11/4

DIRECTORY
SERVICES OmRED
TRAVEL
TRAINING/ScHOOLS

HELP WANl"ED

TO BUY: Flute or Piccalo. 3481098.

WANTED

Furnished rooms all utilities paid
(no heat) ample parking. Cable &·
private phone 1-792-567 4.
ca9/23,30 10/7,14,21,2811/4,11
1 or 2 BR Apt, Furnished, Van
Buren and 5th. Now or Spring
Semester. 348-5937.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/24
Unfurnished 1 bedroom Victorian
House. Fireplace. 1220 Madison.
Married Couple, Grad, or Faculty.
Avail. 12-15-91. 345-4742. 3488413.
~--------10/25

One bedroom furnished apartment available Spring semester.
A/C, dishwasher, Close to campus. $300/month negotiable.
345-5287.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/30
Urgent: female subleasor needed. own room. Electric and water
included. call Holly or Melissa at
345-4081.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/24
2 female subleasors needed .
Clean furnished house with washer /dryer . $130 /mo. Monica or
Veronica. 348-1 t31 .
~..,,,---,--,--,--,---,-0--.10/21

FOR RENT: Nice 2 Bedroom
apartment at 227 N. Third,
Charleston , 300 a month. Call
217-438-3895.
.,,,----,,,--,...------10/23
One Bedroom apartment near
EIU. Stove, refrigerator, drapes.
A/C. No pets. Available now.
$300/mo 345-4220.

Sony CD player $50, Advent digital sound processor $!50 . Four
auto Bose speakers w/equalizer,
digital radio cassette $200. More
345-7282.

,....,-------,,.,,-,--=---1217

Magnavox stereo $30 . Realistic
stereo $125 . Marantz Equalizer
Amp. $60. Zenith 12" speakers
$15. 348-5460.
~,-,,--~---,----,-~1217
1987 Chevette 4 speed AM/ FM
cassette, new tires, looks great,
runs good 75,000 miles $2300.00
348-0692.
~-,-~--,----=-~-,-..,-,.---12/7
1968 Chevele SS39614-speed
posi, power steering $2500.00
345-1118.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1217

1985 Dodge 600 All electric very
good condition $4 ,500. 1976
AMC Hornet good 850 .00 3456415.
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/7
Formals for Sale . $75 to $100.
Sizes 3 and 5. Call Kelly after
6:30 pm 348-7732.
-,--...,.----,,,---,----,,~ 1217

FOR RENT

Dorm size refrigerator and
microwave for rent. Carlyle
Rentals 820 Lincoln St. 3487746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1216

FOR SALE

LOST &. FOUND
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Eastern N ews
CLASSIFIED

Name: ________________
Address: _______________
Phone: - - - - - - - -Students D Yes 0 No
Dates to r u n - - - - - - - - - - - - Ad to read:

PREFORMATTED IBM COMPAT. 3.5" HIGH DENSITY COMPUTER DISKS $1.25 ea. WHILE
THEY LAST. BRAD 2836.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1217

11:30

Late Night

ews
Ent. Tonite
Evening Shade
Major Dad
Murphy Brown
Designing Women
Northern Exposure
News
M*A*S*H
urrent Affair
Hard Copy

ESPN-24

NFL Football
Bengals at
Bills

Up Up & Away
Balloonery

345-9462
59
81
&2
63

"-.- . go bragh"
Engendered
Make tardy
Chinese: Comb.
form
84 Furnishes a new
lawn
es Make
nonexistent
86 - - off (angry)
34

DOWN
1 Inlet
2 Washstand item
3 Scarlett's home
4 Gladiators'
milieus
5 Gripper
&Roman moon
goddess
7 Seed coating

37
41
44

28 Leghorn's
largess
29 Asian peninsula
31 Be inquisitive
13 World's first
32 Soldiers' camp
apple eater
21 Tankard's liquid 33 Golf's - - Cup
35 Chemical suffix
22 "--things
Thee to see": G. 36 Diaper fastener
Herbert
38 Bloats
25 "Who's on
39 Mental formulas
--?"
40 Opposite of
28 Rugged crest
dep. at J.F.K.
45Showup
27 Live and - to Wash additive

portscenter
World Series Prev.
NFL Match-up
Schaap Talk
Surfing

USA-26

Murder, She
Wrote
WWF
Wrestling

Powerboat Racing
MacGyver

News
love Conn.

1985 Ford Escort, 2
AM/FM, Red interior, color
4/ speed . Excellent con
$1900. 345-9627.

Also available for "get well",
days, Christmas or any o
year round.
Halloween Orders need to be
the 25th or the 26th.

11 Wings, to Cato
12 Hog fat

D Credit

ews
Married ...
MacGyver:

Soloflex exercise machin
attachments included. 1 y
Used little. $1100. TV $60.
0259.

8 Goto bed
9 "There Is
Nothin' Like
"

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students wtth valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

News
Tonight

_I

JANUARY SEMESTER BREAK

34 Choler
1 Dog that
35 Type of trip
debuted in a
1934film
36 "I Got--o'
Nuttin'"
s Bow or Barton
37 Train company
10Shopper
in a game
stopper
41 Take long steps
14Sound ata
stadium
42 Ending with
north or south
15 Tempted
43 Unclose, to the
18 King Harald's
Bard
predecessor
44 Highly charged
17 Grown-up filly
11 Actress Ekberg 45 Swiss river
19 Cab passenger 46Moreaged
48 Canvas cover
20 Noted train
23 Matterhorn, e.g. soU.S.A.F.
command
24 Coty or
51 Noted train
Descartes
57 Hired hoodlum
25 Mendacious
28 - - out a living 58 Davis or Midler

Check number

Inside Edttion
Fresh Prince
Blossom
Movie:
Palomino

101h ANNIVERSARY

30 Goose genus

no. words/days _ _ _ _ _~Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

WCIA-3

2 15" MTX SPEAKER
WOOFERS #350. LIKE
MARY JO 581-2917.

SEND TO HOME
OFFICE
HOSPITAL
• 18" or heart shaped,
helium filled mylar
balloon w/ribbon
and message card

~~-~--~10/21,23,25

Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __

P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00

1984 Honda Aero 125 S
Excellent condition. $600.
2333 or 348-5808.

Anywhere in the
continental USA ...

....

r ....... ,

Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

0 Check

1982 Dodge 400 CONVE
Good condition. $1800 0
Call Ken 345-9735.

_ _________ 1217

Under Classification of: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

D Cash

Speedo swim suit size 10.
never worn tags are atta
$30.00. Call 581-5758.

Sell Your Unwanted Items in the
Daily Easterns News Classifieds.
today.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/21

ACROSS

Ao FORM

Formals very nice. Lavender
royal blue. Worn once. Size
$25 OBO 348-5541 .

For sale one Remington Electric
adding machine CHEAP . 3456797.

Male subleasor needed. Own
Room.
Spring
semester.
$190/mo. 348-091 O or 3452363.

ROOMMATES

Payment:

'84 Honda Magna 750cc Looks
and runs excellent! Must sell
$1,150 OBO. Call 581-5477.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1217
1980 Mazda Rx?. New paint,
clutch , tires. 104 ,000 miles.
$2300 OBO. 348-7825.
--~--,------1217
1978 Gibson G-3 bass guitar with
hard case. Good condition $275
call Brian 348-8703.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1217
'86
YAMAHA
FZ
600
red/white/blue, quick, low miles,
new tires, runs great! Must sell ,
$2600 345-9129.
--------,---1217
Formals for sale $25-$65 sizes 911 . Call Mary at 581-3215.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1217
82 KZ650 6500 mi. Runs and
looks great. $750.00 348-1983.
---------~1217
Zenith 25" console TV $150.
Marantz speakers (165 watts)
$125/pair. Realistic DX-440 Allband communication receiver
$150. More. 345-4426 after 1o
a.m.

~-,-~~---~~10/23

AooPTION
RIDES/RIDERS

The
Daily

2 bedroom , furnished apartment.
Includes dishwasher, carpeting,
central heat & air. Close to campus. As Low as $130/month per
person : Carlyle Rentals. 348~
7746.

WGN-10, 9
Can be Told
Movie• Kansas

WILL-12, 12

Childhood
American Exp.

News

C. Everett Koop MD

Night Court
Kojak

Dad's Army
Movie: Little
an, What Now

Movie

LIFE-13

Fox-8, 55

DISC-9

eers
Night Court
Movie: Final
Jeopardy

onitor
Mr. Ratty
Natural World

Movie: Silent
Motive

Spenser For:

46 Another
stadium sound
47 Most aloof
49 U.S.S.R. coin
50 Unit of a play's
act
51 Matador
charger
52 Cultivated

Glory of Their nmes
Star Trek: The
Next Generation
WKRP
Arsenic
Party

World Away
Safari

54 P.O. cir
ssJayG
train c
56 Speed
punis
57 Shav1

Disney
Little House
oft Prairie
Combat

Honda Motorcycle 750.
lent Cond. 9000 mi. 345after 5:00 p.m.
:-;"7"-:---=-;-;--::-:--;10122
Mustang GLX 2dr hatchV-6 3.8L Auto PS-PB cruise
Tape AIC 75,000 Miles.
nt condition $3250. 345anytime.
~---,--c--,--,-~1217

hocolate Lab. 6 mos old.
1382-4690 after 5 p.m.

1217

: Set of 5 Keys in drive in
McAfee. Call 581-3018.
to claim.
10121
~Sc-:et:-o-;-fc-a-r.,...ke_y_s_o_n_a single
outside of McAfee-Lost
Oct. 10. Please call Eastat 581-2812.
00:-::::---:-:---..,...-;1 0121
14K gold rope chain and
Call 345-2803 Reward.
10122
i.-:-;:B"'"Ia-c-,k_a_n_d;--;:;B row n
Dog. Found on 7th and
an. Please call 348-

We Pay Cash for Broken gold
jewelry, diamonds, class rings,
gold or silver coins & collection
modern & antique guns. The
Pawn Shop 518 6th On the
Square. 348-1011
~-~~-,---~~120
HALLOWEEN
COSTUME
RENTAL! Huge selection - very
reasonable rates. Be Smart!
Reserve early. Call 345-2617.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ca10117,21
Christopher Hollyday Quartet,
University Union Grand Ballroom,
October 24 8p.m., $3 Student
wll.D., $5 General Public.
_ _ __ __ _ _ _10123
JOEL WARNEKE, Congratulations on homecoming court.
Thanks for being a great Sigma
Man. Love the Tri-Sigmas.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10121
Lisa Akers and Catie Ramke;
Congratulations on making Honorary Omega. Love the Tri-Sigmas.
.,,.,-.,..---..,,...,,....--..,..,-.,...-"'7"10121
Christy and Suzy, Alpha Gamma
Delta #4 is awesome! You girls
are the greatest. Only two more
until we have it all. SIG EP
ALPHA GAM ALL THE WAY TO
VICTORY! Chris, Jerry, Jim.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10121

BRAD KIRK and all Homecoming Co-Chairs - Congratulations
on an Outstanding Week! It
was a pleasure to work with
you all and thanks tor the Jersey! Sha.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10121
Kappa Delta Rho informal rush .
.. Tuesday and Thursday at
7:00 p.m. 719 Lincoln (across
from 7-11). For rides and info.
call 348-0783.
~~~~~~---10121
JEFF HOESE, Thank you for
everything you've done lately.
I'm glad you've been there tor
me. I won't ever forget it. Love
always, Cristy.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10121

NEWMAN 'CATHOLIC CENTER will have Bible Study today at 6:00
p.m. in Coleman Room 220.
THE COUNSELING CENTER will have a Life Skills Seminar tomorrow at 12 Noon in the Shelbyville Room - Univ. Union. "Aerobic
Safety" presenteq by Dr. Priscilla Rice - Learn how to enjoy aerobic
exercise and avoid injury.
=7....,..,..,....,,~,...,,.,.~=-o-.,...,.,,-10121
TO ALL THE SIG EPS, Who were HOTLINE will be tonight at 9:00 p.m. on the 3rd Floor, Union. HOTwilling to help me out Wed. night - LINE is an informal gathering of students like yourself who gather to
I really appreciate it! Thanks for present their prayer requests to God. NEWCOMERS ALWAYS
WELCOME!
being there. Love, Cristy.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10121
RECREATIONAL SPORTS will have Racquetball Doubles today. ·
Mark, The past year and a half Play begins at 6:00 p.m. in the Lantz Racquetball Courts. All individhave been the best ever. uals must supply their own rackets and balls.
Thanks for everything. I love RECREATIONAL SPORTS will have Intramural Co-Rec Basketball
you! Angie.
today. League play begins at 7:00 p.m. on the Lantz Main Gym
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ 10121
Floor.
THE WESLEY FOUNDATION will have a Serendipity Study of
James tonight at 6:30 p.m. in the Wesley Foundation. It's studentled. Come and enjoy this time together.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS will have Intramural Volleyball today.
League play will begin at 7:00 p.m. in SRC.
SOCIETY FOR HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT will have a
Speaker meeting tonight at 7:00 p.m. in Coleman Hall 229. Sally
·Jackson from Western Temporary will be speaking.
BLACK STUDENT UNION will have sign-up for Miss Black EIU
today thru Thursday from 10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m. in the University
Union. Any women interested in signing-up for Miss Black EIU 1992,
please stop by the union to sign-up for the biggest event this year.
WOMEN IN COMMUNICATION will have a presentation today at
6:00 p.m. in the Sullivan Room, Union. Cindy Paige, Marketing Specialist at Boatmen's Bankshares St. Louis will talk on preparing for
marketing career. All welcome.
•
ALPHA PHI OMEGA will meet today at 5:30 p.m. in LS 301. All
actives and pledges must attend. Please stop by and pick up your
M&M's.
STUDENT ACTION TEAM will meet today at 6:00 p.m. in the
Kansas Room in the Union. Everyone welcome & bring a friend!
AAFS(AMERICAN ADVERTISING FEDERATION OF STUDENTS)
will meet tonight at 7:00 p.m. in Coleman Hall 117. Final details
about T-shirts - very important meeting II All should attend II
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA SORORITY,INC. will have a Speaker
tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the University Union Gr~nd Ballroom. It is the
Rev. Tavis Grant who is the Director of Youth Services for Operation
P.U.S.H. and he will speak about "How to be the Best". Admission is
free and we encourage EVERYONE to attend.
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA SORORITY, INC. wiU be Passing out
Poems for Alcohol Awareness Week today from 8:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
in the University Union. Stop by and pick up a poem.
DELTA SIGMA Pl will meet tonight at 6:30 p.m. in the
Charleston/Mattoon Room.
WOMEN'S EXPO will have an Informational meeting tonight at 8:00
p.m. in the 1895 Room - Union. This is for anyone or any organization interested in participating in Expo '92.
SHEA will have National Consumers' Week today thru Wednesday
from 9-1 p.m. in KH Lounge Area. Mon.-Orange Soda, Tues.-Paper
Towels, Wed.-lce Cream. Come find out what this all means. Prizes
too!

Advertise! Advertise!
Advertise!
in the

Daily Eastern News Classifieds!
You'll ·be glad you did!

lvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

WWE.EEA 'WEEAAW!
~1
_,,t-.-, .....

10·19

Dream "ice cream" man: How
about a game of scrabble? Ding
Ding. Always-Shakers.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10121
I LOVE YOU PUNKIN! You're
in my thoughts. Have a wonderful week. All my love, B.B.

1,

o--·'""'""""

'" '"'."~. .-

1...;;..-.....

vin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson
I T\-\\N\( I'M \JS\~G \00
~~~ fl.. S\l~ SC.REE!'-\ .
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU
tve~YWi/;.

JOIN lEAT 7Hb
IUHITe HOU!3e
FOR.A~

Ct6H?NO.
UH... 61<&4T!

MONYNexT
fAJ!f81<..

~

SAY, IS
7H&Re

ANY...

&Ve/zyONe
ASKSTHlfT.

\

mo IS THIS

ffAl),Y?M4R'<?
MARl<,YOU
HAl/?8AU.!
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UM ...

PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day only for
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon one business day before the date of the event. Example:
an event schedule tor Thursday should be submitted as a Campus clip
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday, Saturday o~
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be published.
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or contains
conflicting information will not be run.

'SELL-SHORT
SAVE LONG'
It's the 1 for $1 deal!
The Daily Eastern News
will run your
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
*THE 1 FOR $1 IS AVAILABLE TO ANY NON-COMMERCIAL INDIVIDUAL WHO WISHES TO ~ AN ITEMS OR ITEMS (MAX. OF 3
ITEMS). ALL ITEMS MUST BE PRICED .
.

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Phone: _ _ _ _ _ __

«JHATAN HONOR.YOU'~ flJON 7H8

MOST CfNICA~ PRIW
IN YeARS! 8USH'S

PRJVAT&~

FOR /N,tJCf/()'o/ flV IW/ fntl

UM..,
I
KNOW.
I

!31.JT
Ya.J'f?&

6()1N6,
CF
{,{){Jf?St.

Dates to run - - - -- - -- - - - -

Message:

(one word per line)

\
Under Classification of: FOR SALE Person accepting ad _ _ __
Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _Compositor_ __ _
No. words/days_ _ _ _ _ _ _Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
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Saints remain undefeated
By the Associated Press

The New Orleans Saints
made the playoffs without
Bobby Hebert last year. So
what's the big deal when they
win with Steve Walsh? Walsh
got off to a slow start Sunday as
a substitute for the injured
Hebert. Then he caught fire, and
the Saints (7-0) continued to
burn a path through the rest of
the NFL with a 23-7 victory
over the Tampa Bay Buccaneers.
"I don't look at myself as a
backup," Walsh said after going
19-for-3 l for 205 yards and a
touchdown. "I started 11 ball
games last year, and I regard
myself as a starter." Walsh
started off with two interceptions. But he recovered, and the
Saints' top-ranked defense
never faltered.
"Steve had a couple of interceptions early when the
receivers and the quarterback
weren't on the same page, but
that's something you can correct, and we will get it corrected , " said Eric Martin, who
caught four passes for 75 yards,
including an 8-yard touchdown.
Both Saints touchdowns came
after interceptions of Chris
Chandler. Brett Maxie picked
off a pass in the first quarter,
and the Saints went 43 yards to
a I-yard touchdown run by Gill
Fenerty.
Toi Cook picked off Chandler's pass in the fourth quarter
and returned it 18 yards to the
Tampa Bay 11, leading to
Martin's score.
Frank Warren and Pat
Swilling had two sacks apiece
as the Saints had six traps of
Chandler.
"They can only hit you so
hard, and then you don't feel it
anymore," Chandler said after
the visiting Bucs felf to 1-6. ·

to put it at the 24 with 5 seconds
remaining to set up Staurovsky's
kick.
Minnesota trailed 23-20 with
1 :37 left in regulation when
Brent Novoselsky fell on an
onside kick. The replay official
ruled he touched it after it traveled just 9 yards. So the next
onside kick went the required 10
yards, and Solomon Wilcots
recovered at the New England
43.

Oilers 17, polphins 13
At Miami, the Dolphins' fifth
turnover turned the game over
to Houston.
~ammie Smith fumbled on a
first-and-goal dive play at the 1y ard line, and Cris Dishman
recovered in the end zone with
3:10 left.
The Oilers, who committed
four turnovers in the sloppy
game, then ran out the clock.
Smith,· whose fumble was
returned 100 yards for a TD last
week at Kansas City, appeared
about to score when linebacker
Lamar Lathon grazed his arm
and the ball came out.
Oilers rookie Darryll Lewis
returned Dan Marino's pass 33
yards untouched for the game's
first touchdown. Houston (6-1)
couldn't get its run-and-shoot
moving much against a defense
often featuring eight backs. But
Warren Moon did connect with
Curtis Duncan for a 1-yard
score for the winning points
with 9:30 to go.

Seahawks 27, Steelers 7

At Pittsburgh, Dave Krieg's
return sparked Seattle's offense,
while Pittsburgh's remained
dormant.
, Krieg, back from a six-week
injury layoff, directed two second-period scoriitg drives set up
by a blocked punt and a fumble.
The Seahawks, leading the
· AFC in takeaways, were ahead
Patriots 26, Vikings 23
17-0 at halftime - the third
Jason Staurovsky, who straight game in which the
missed an extra point in the Steelers were blanked at the
·fourth quarter and a 36-yard half.
field goal in overtime, hit a 42Krieg, sidelined since Seatyarder with no time left. It was tle's opener with a fractured
set up by ·David Pool's fumble thumb, -hit ttis first nine passes
recovery at the end of an 18- while going 26 of 31 for 266
yard pass play from Rich yards and two touchdowns.
Gannon to Steve Jordan.
Neil O'Donnell, making his
The host Patriots (3-4) used first NFL start after sparking a
Hugh Millen's 27-yard comple- 20-point second-half comeback
tion to Greg McMurtry and 5- last Monday, was 14 of 22 for
yard completion to Marv Cook

Billiard Bar
&
Restaurant

"SELL

345-7849

SHORT,
SAVE LONG"
Ads at
The Dailv
'
Eastern News
10 WORDS

FOR

1

DAY
FOR ONLY

$1

FOR SALE
ITEMS ONLY!
\J\s\t tne Bus\ness
O"\ce today
to place your ad.

184 yards. But Pittsburgh was
plagued by blown assignments,
penalties and dropped passes.

Jets 17, Colts 6

Life Skills Seminar
AEROBIC SAFETY
Come learn the importance of proper equipment in yo
aerobic exercise. Also become aware of the most co
injuries: their treatment and prevention. Instruction
given in identifying your fitness level (FIT) and how
to monitor your heartrate.
Dr. Priscilla Rice, PE Department
Tuesday, October 22, 12:00 Noon
Shelbyville Room - Universtiy Union

At Indianapolis, the Colts'
prevent offense continued to
stumble. Winless in eight starts,
the Colts the NFL's lowest-scoring team with 55 points for the
season, haven't scored a touchdown since the fourth quarter of
the fourth game. Their points
Sunday came on a pair of second-period field goals by Dean
Biasucci, who has accounted for
all 18 points the past four
games.
Ken O'Brien passed for one
touchdown and Brad Baxter ran
for another for New York.
O'Brien hit nine of 10 passes in
the first half, including a 4 7yard TD to Rob Moore on a
flea-flicker, and finished with
14 of 19 for 205 yards for the
Jets (4-4). ·

Sponsored by the Counseling Center

RESTAURANT & CATERING

ISN'T IT TIME YOU TRIE
THE ' BEST FOOD IN TOW
409 ?lh STREET

ONEBLOCKNORTHOFTHECOURTHO

~

,

'.)2r~· Dry Clea

~COMPLETE QUALITY CLEANING

d

• Curv• on S. 4th

• Alterations
• Area Rugs
•Clothing Storage
• Draperies
• Furs
• Insurance Claims

Browns 30, Chargers 24
At San Diego, David
Brandon, a linebacker for San
Diego from 1987-90, ruined the
Chargers' day. Brandon beat
receiver Nate Lewis to John
Friesi's pass arid ran it in from
30 yards for the winning TD as
the Browns (3-4) broke a threegame losing streak.
Friesz and Bernie Kosar had
big games through the air.
Friesz completed 33 of 54 passes for 321 yards, all career
bests, with one touchdown and
two interceptions_. Kosar rallied
Cleveland from a 17-3 deficit,
completing 26 of 42 passes for
297 yards and lwo touchdowns,
both to Leroy Hoard.

345-7

St~ ~- 19~7

• Leather & Suedes
• Monogramming
•Reweaving
• Silks
• Starched Shirt Service
• Wedding Gowns Heirloom

Monday-Friday 7:00-5:00
Saturday 8 :00-12 :00
Conveniently located close
to campus just arouund
the curve on South 4th st.

345-454
I

Jerry's Pizza & P
,,

'

.·t

'···'·'

.

rlif' ')

Jr!.;;·:' 1 ~ ~

.! ! :

i

Come In & Tackle
a Great Deal!

Cardinals 16, Falcons 10
In 100-degree temperatures,
and before 24,124 - the smallest
crowd the Cardinals have drawn
since moving to Phoenix - Tom
Tupa threw a 31-yard touchdown to rookie Randal Hill to
tie the game.
Then former Falcon Greg
Davis kicked two of his three
field goals.
Lorenzo Lynch and Jay
Taylor intercepted a pass and
recovered a fumble, respectively, in the third quarter to set up
the last two field goals, and Tim
McDonald sealed the win with
two interceptions in the last
3:37.

OPEN

Daily 11-2
Beer Garden Open
Daily

Dinner - SPAGHETTI
ALL YOU CANEAT $2.25

Monday Night Football =-.IS~

r-------------------------------------------

!
I

:I

Large Pizza - One Ingredient
and Two Drinks $8.95 dine in

:

only

L------------------------------------------r-----------------------,
r----------------:
Large Pizza
!! Small Pizza
! · $8.25
n
. $6.35
I

II

!Delivered 345-2844 !! Delivered 345-2

L-----------------------~L------------------

r -Oi1&FiiterChaiiQe

$14

I . Up to 5 qt. Penzoil 1Ow30 Oil
g
I · Lubrication
Refill underhood fluids
I ••Air
Tires
I
*Most cars -- diesels .excluded
.a. IL World Class
I PENNZQ
n. .1-~A-.
I
.,._
1.IVicc.,t.'"!fl
1 NOBODY BEATS MID
I
I
I
515 Lincoln Ave., Charleston, IL
345-1114
I
"Across from Old Main"
L
•

®

Offer go
coupon 1

--------------------

NFL NIGHT
Bengals vs. Bills
20 oz. & 32 oz.Premium Draft
Stoli & Mixer $2.25

RED DEVIL $2.60 (2 1;2 shots)
Pool is 25¢ ALL DAY
Giant Slices $1. 25 after 9 PM
Live DJ "TOP CAT" 10:30PM - lAM

NO C0\7£R\

•
---------

~ews, S\_)orts, Ec\itm:ia\s,

DJ

an.cl more,
All The Best For You ...
In The Daily Eas
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Trio of running backs
take the spotlig~t By DON O'BRIEN
Associate sports editor

Saturday's Gateway Conference football matchup between
Eastern 's Panthers anct the
Illinois State Redbirds turned
into a track meet as both teams'
running backs took centerstage
in the Panthers 37-28 victory.
Eastern, which rolled up 291
yards on 51 attempts, had a pair
of running backs, Jamie Jones
and Edson Castillo, rush for
over 100 yards and Illinois
State's Toby Davis ran the ball
38 times for 197 of the
Redbirds' 240 rushing yards.
Jones, a senior captain, gained
154 yards on 20 carries and a
touchdown, while Castillo, his
backup, picked up 116 yards on
23 attempts and scored two
touchdowns.
Saturday marked the second
time this season that the
Panthers have had two running
backs over 100 yards. In the
Panthers' 62-16 season opening
MIKE ANSCHUET7/Associate photo editor win
over
Lock
Haven
te's Toby Davis is hauled down by Kent Mcintyre during the Panthers 37-28 Homecoming vicotry
University, Jones along with
edbirds. Davis rushed for 197 yards in a losing effort.
freshman Bill Korosec scampered for over 100 yards.
After lurking in Jones' shadow through much of the year,
with most of the individual performances, but said Castillo broke out and had the
best game of his career Saturday.
the team still needs to close the time gap from its
"That (gaining over 100
first to seventh runner.
yards) was a personal goal,"
fast finishing times, the men's cross
"The times were fast, but they should be on that Castillo said. "First and forefinished seventh out of nine teams course," said Mclnerney. "Illinois' course is really most I want us to win and if I
the Illinois Invitational.
fast. The extra distance gave us some fine tuning contribute to the win I feel good.
nois race was run over 10,000 meters, for the district meet which will also be a 10,000. I have been waiting to do this.
two kilometers farther than all of the We still need to close some gaps but overall I
"Jamie is an All-American
Panthers have competed in this season. pleased with how we ran. Western looked tough, candfdate and a good ball player.
e longer distance; most of th~ runners they'll definitely be the favorites going into the If he runs well I get excited for
rsonal best times for the distance al)d conference meet. If they run like they did at him."
The offensive lines of both
their best times for 8,000 meters on the Illinois they'll be real tough to beat."
Eastern and Illinois State conJohn Eggenberger was third for the Panthers in trolled the line of scrimmage
won the overall team title with 31 38th at 32:54, equaling his best cross country lOK and made the holes for the rushile Illinois was second at 43. Western from last year's district meet. Kenric Bond laid ers.
ished fifth, which poses a threat to the down an example of his versatility by finishing
"They did a good job of staywith the Mid-Continent Championships 54th at 33:37. Bond is also Eastern's top returning ing on people," Jones said of the
eeks away.
800-meter runner in track with a best of 1:53.3, offensive line.
. "They have been doing that
ouchette was first in for the Panthers in which he ran at the Mid-Con championships last
all
year long," said Davis, who
at 31 :51, which was close to his track spring.
rushed for a Gateway and
1:49.25. Eric Baron was close behind in
Chadd Morrissy ran 34: 15 in finishing 58th.
:52, which is his personal best.
Brad Belcher beat his best 8,000 by 23 seconds on
EASTERN37,
nners came close to their season bests the way to a 34:33 clocking for 10,000, he finILLINOIS STATE 28
ineters as well. Touchette recorded ished 65th overall.
Kenosha earlier in the season while
ISU 7 7 7 7 28
Geoff Masanet was 66th at 34:37 and Eric
st stands at 25:24, which he ran at the Graham finished 67th at 34:42 to round out
EIU 14 3 13 7 37
'tational. At Illinois, Touchette passed Eastern's eight entrants.
How they scored
ers in 25:31 and Baron in 25:35, still
The Panthers have two weeks to prepare before
o kilometers to go.
hosting the Mid-Continent championships on Nov.
FIRST QUARTER
t coach John Mclnerney was happy 2.
EIU: Edson Castillo 1 run,
(Jason Caldwell kick) EIU 7-0
EIU: Jamie Jones 36 run
(Caldwell kick) EIU 14-0
ISU:
Clarence Miller 66 pass
(AP) - The NBA
"It feels bad to lose so close, But I hope we'll have lots of fun
from Adrian Wilson (Cameron
a lot to Paris for the especially since I think we could also." However, the national
Bair kick) EIU 14-7
Id's Open over the have won," Badalona coach teams will not be strengthened
SECOND QUARTER
Lolo Sainz said. "We could have by American imports, like
ISU: Toby Davis 15 pass from
saw the I-os Angeles made history. I never felt we Badalona was with three
Wilson (Bair kick) Tied at 14
long with the Laker were going to lose," the Lakers' Americans - Corny Thompson;
EIU: Caldwell 37 FG EIU 17-14
slam-dunking, tram- Magic Johnson said. "We've Harold Pressley and Mike
THIRD QUARTER
ping Daredevils and been through this so many times Smith.
ISU: Davis 15 run (Bair kick)
basketball-juggling that we 're used to it. The only
"The American players do a
ISU 21-17
Doctor J - Julius thing that counts is to win."
lot on European teams, so withEIU: Castillo 5 run (kick failed)
"I was surprised when Magic out them in the Olympic Games
EIU 23-21
was talking at me," guard Jordi it's going to be interesting to see
EIU: Martin Ellens 43 pass from
Villacampa of Badalona said. what happens in Barcelona,"
Jeff Thorne (Caldwell kick) EIU
ning the tournament, "We're not used to that with the Johnson said.
30-21
FOURTH QUARTER
Badalona showed why it is
oventut Badalona of European
teams."
The
ISU: Davis 2 run (Bair kick)
114.
McDonald's Open won't be held one of Europe's top clubs.
EIU 30-28
ers led by as many as next year. Still, European teams
"They're proved that they
EIU: Ellens 13 pass from Thorne
, but Badalona drew and U.S. players will meet again could play in the NBA," Lakers
(Caldwell kick) EIU 37-28
4-112 with 2:10 left. at Barcelona, in the Olympics.
coach Mike Dunleavy said. "I
"Everybody think's it's going haven't seen many teams so
Team Statistics
e the fifth consecu- to be a piece of cake, but that's mentally strong. They shot well
ISU
EIU
not true," Johnson said. "It's from outside and inside."
24
24
First
downs
going to be tough, very tough.

rriers place seventh at Illinois

ers win McDonald's Open

••I••' I,•''
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Edson Castillo

Illinois State record 255 yards
earlier in the year against
Southeast Missouri State
University.
While Jones , who picked up
99 yards in the first quarter, was
gaining all of his yardage with
the first team offensive line,
Castillo gained the majority of
his with the second team in front
of him.
"They are just as capable of
doing as good of a job as the
first team," said Castillo, who
leads the team in scoring with
eight touchdowns after scoring
runs of one and five yards. "We
did a good job of executing."
"We were just rotating everyone, the ones were rotating with
the ones and the twos with the
twos," said Jones, who scored
his first rushing touchdown of
the year in the first quarter, on
why the second team was with
Castillo. "As long as either (the
first team or second team) is
doing well we feel confident.
That is a big positive and it
helps us out as a team."
·
· Jones, Castillo and the rest of
the Panther squad are off next
weekend and return to action
Nov. 2 when they travel to
Southern Illinois for another
Gateway matchup.
by rush
by pass
by penalty
Rushing yardage
Passing yardage
Total yardate
Possession time

14
10
0
309
230
521
30:54

14
9
1
240
214
454
29:06

Individual statistics
RUSHING
Eastern: Jones 20-154, Castillo
23-116, Montgomery 2-4,
Thorne 6-17. Illinois State:
Davis 38-197, Wilson 2-8,
Foster 2-19, Gallagher 1-16.
PASSING
Eastern: Thorne 16-25-1-230.
Illillois State: Wilson 14-25-2214.
RECEIVING
Eastern: Rummel 5-83, Moore
3-38, Ellens 3-63, Grady 1-9,
Jones 2-5, Castillo 2-32. Illinois
State: Miller 5-122, Davis 3-31,
Brown 3-35, Muersch 1-7,
Thompson 1-6, Foster 1-13
Scores from the Gateway
EASTERN 37, Illinois State 28
Western Illinois 21, So.u thern
Illinois 20
SW Missouri St. 68, Indiana St.
19
Saturday's games
Northern Iowa at Western Kent.
SIU at Indiana State
SWMS at Arkansas St.
Western Illinois at Illinois State

Panthers~

dOw·n·rs.u·

to end losing str~8k

"Thai was t~e.worst half of footJ
ball I've played in college," said
FaHell· of the· first two quarters: "I
After three successive weeks of ·came in at halfti!Jl.e and things .
coming up short, Eastem's footpall turned out well. Everyone on this .
squad made the big plays and kept team still believes and with a little
its Gateway Conference champi- . · 1uck our destiny is in our. own ·
onship hopes alive Saturday a~ hands.''
O'Brien Stadium.
..
Farrell ~aid he was just guarding
The Panthers, 3-4 overall and_1-2 against getting beat again when he
in league play, snapped a three- · pulled down his le~gue-leading
game slide after posting a 37~28 · fourth interception.
·
Homecoming victory _a gainst .
"i.got beat earlier and I saw the
Illinois State in front of8,421 fans. · ball and I was lucky it hit my
The Redbirds dropped to 4-3 and 1-· ha~d," he said, "It was a fake
3.
.
reverse, but I knew it was a pass. I
The Panthers took the .opening · looked up and ir was there. I just
kickoff and on the second .play didn't want him to catch the ball ..
from scrimmage tailback Jamie · We've had some "tough weeks-, but
Jones raced 51 yards to the ISU 35- · this was great. The 9ffense was
·
yard line. He finished the day wit:ti tremendous."
154 yards on 20 carries, including
The potent Panther attack was
his first rushing TD of the season. led by sophomore QB Jeff Thome,
Eastern 's Edson Castillo bowled his who after a meeting with .offensive
way into the end zone fi:om a yard coordinator Roy Wittke eariier in
out, his first of two TDs on the day, the week, was given the opportuni- ·
and Jason Caldwell's point after ty to call.some of his own plays.
"We knew what we bad to do,"
gave the Panthers the lead 7-0.
Castillo finished with 116 yards on said Thome, who connected on 16
23 attempts.
of 25 passes including two TDs to
Jones' touchdown came on a split end Martin Ellens. "Last week
nifty 36-yard run down the left we didn't play with intensity. We
sideline and Caldwell was good opened up the. offense and it feels
again, giving the Panthers a 14-0 good to be in a p<)Sition to make btg
advantage. The Redbirds cut the plays. Our offense is potent and
lead in half courtesy of a 66-yard there's nobody that can stop us.
strike from quarterback Adrian
"Coach gave me a chance and it
Wilson to Clarence Miller. Senior gives me a big advantage (to call
safety Tony Farrell, who was beat- the plays). It helps me a lot because
en on the play, came back to I kept my head in the game and
redeem himself in the fourth quar- stayed focused.''
Eastern racked up 521 yards of
ter by acrobatically picking off a
Wilson pass, ho.wever. He also offense and its 37 points were the
recovered a fumble.
most since a season-opening 62-16

By R.J. GERBER

Sports editor

SHANNON THOMAS/Staff p
Eastern 's Edson Castillo battles for some of his 116 yards he picked up in the Panthers' 37·
Gatway Conference victory over the Illinois State Redbirds

victory against Lock Haven.
Illinois State did manage to take
the lead in the third quarter on running back Toby Davis' 15-yard TD
run. The 6-foot-1, 220-pounder
from Galesburg carried the ball 38
times for 197 yards and three
touchdowns. At one point in the
second half Davis was involved in
13 of 14 plays in the Redbirds'
scoring drive that pulled them with-

in two at 30-28. But Eastern closed name of the game is adj
out the scoring on Thome's second we made the plays."
Spoci said it was a relief
TD pass with 10: 12 remaining.
"There's hope again," said . get back on the winning si
Eastern head coach Bob Spoo. "We
"I'm just happy for the
'bolstered our self-esteem. We got said. "I'm thankful we
some big plays and we haven't had and put another one on
that. I thought Tony Farrell's inter- There were some big p
ception was a big-time play. It's a touchdown pass to M ·
whole different world when you big play - Jeff audibled on
beat a good team like that. The obviously a good (decisio

Spikers com~ up empty on trip Twins down Brav
By KEITH FARROLL
Staff writer

Eastern 's volleyball team )ost
three matches on its "disappointing" ro~d trip to drop to 8-15 on the
season including the opening two
matches on the Gateway
Conference schedule.
In its final match of the weekend
on Saturday against the Wichita
State Shockers, the Lady Panthers
lost in straight games, 15-12, 15-7,
15-5.
· The Shockers lost its opening
Gateway Conference match to
SIU-C the night before they were
slated to host Eastern. Eastern
coach Betty Ralston said Wichita
State needed to win the match
because the Shockers were picked
to finish in the top four in conference.
"They were in .a definite must
win situation," said Ralston.
She added her team played very
good the first two games of the
match. Eastern 's top performers in
the match were sophomore Susie
Green, who had 11 kills and 12
digs, sophomore Amy Van
Eekeren, who had 28 assists and 11
digs.
Ralston said the middle hitters
did .a great job especially Beth
Foster and Kirn Traub. Foster had
five total blocks and Traub had
eight total blocks.
"(Juniors) Kirn and Beth played
super. They shut down their
(Wichita State) hitters," Ralston

said. "We had nine blocks for
points in the .first game_ That's
excellent.'' ·
Eastern used an offense that they
used in the Eastern Michigan
Tournament which let the middle
hitters see more action. Ralston was
pleased with the results from the
trip.
"It's doing well, but we need to
get a little more aggressive and the
hitters need to get stronger," said
Ralston.
· Southwest Missouri State
University hosted the Lady
Panthers, Friday, in the Gateway
Conference opener. Ralston said
although her team lost to the Bears,
15-12, 15-8, 15-12, she was pleased
with the way the Lady Panthers
played.
"This was the best we played
against them (SMSU) in the last
four years," Ralston said. "Last
year when we played them, we
scored a total of eight points.
Ralston said one big problem for
her team is playing the game all the
way through. She said too often her
team falls apart once Eastern 's
score gets to ten.
"We have a big problem from ten
through 15. It's not that we consciously give up, it's that when we
tend to hold other teams, we can't
put the ball away.
"We had our chances. We out hit
(SMSU). We didn't put the ball
down when we had to," said
Ralston. 'This wee~ during practice
we'll be trying to get the ball down

more.
"When we have a chance to win,
we have to win. We have to start
winning those close games,"
Ralston said.
In the SMSU match, Green had
nine kills and 12 digs while Van
Eekeren had 30 assists, 12 digs and
two blocks.
The Lady Panthers opened the
road trip with a loss to the Billikens
of St. Louis University, 1-15, 6-15,
15-5, 15-10, 15-13.
"We started out extremely well
after winning the first two games.
In the third game, I changed the
line up," Ralston said. "After we
lost the third game, I put the starters
back in."
Eastern had a 10-5 lead in the
fourth game, but did not score a
point thereafter.
"There's no reason why we
couldn't have beaten them,"
Ralston said. "It was a bad start for
the weekend. A lot of it comes
down to wanting to get the job done
and getting the job done. There's a
big difference.''
Green posted 19 kills and 18 digs
in the losing cause while Foster had
11 kills and six blocks. Van
Eekeren missed a triple-double performance as she put together nine
kills, 34 assists and 15 digs.
'"It was a long trip. For such a
young team to open up against two
of the top four teams (in the
Gateway Conference) on the road,
we played well," Ralston said.

3-2; take 2-0 lead
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Scott
Leius, a rookie who hit just five
home runs during the season;
homered to break an eighthinning tie Sunday night as
Minnesota beat Atlanta 3-2 and
took a 2-0 lead in the World
Series.
Tom Glavine (20-11) took a
two-hitter into the eighth, but
the Braves were done in once
again by the- long ball. Chili
Davis put the Twins on top 2-0
with a first-inning homer, but
Atlanta came back to tie on sacrifice flies by Brian Hunter and
Rafael Belliard. .
Then, in the eighth, Leuis
took Glavine deep to left on the
left-hander's first pitch. It was
the fourth home run in two
games for the Twins, who have
swept six straight World Series
games at their boisterous
Metrodome, baseball's noisiest
ballpark.
Meanwhile, Kevin Tapani
(16-9) won by allowing seven
hits in eight innings. Rick
Aguilera finished for his second
save of the Series, allowing a
one-out bloop single by Hunter.
Aguilera struck out the side.
Sid Bream was the first victim.
He went swinging, but Greg
Olson and pinch-hitter Tommy
Gregg were called out on strikes

by umpire Harry Wendel
Aguilera led the A
League this season w
saves.
The teams now sw·
Atlanta, where Steve
hopes to turn it around
Braves on Tuesday nigh
he pitches against Scott
inGame 3.
Minnesota quickly got
as the dome-dwelling f
things miserable for the
On the very first pitch
bottom of the first, Dan
lofted a high pop to rig
crowd of 55,145 s
screaming and right
David Justice cut in front
ond baseman Mark Le
knocked the ball out of ·
for an error.
Gladden wound up on
Glavine
walked
Knoblauch and Kirby
bounced into a doubl
Davis, signed by Minn
new-look free agent last
then lined an 0-1 pitch
into the left-field seats.
Davis was the only s
the Twins lineup who h
Glavine before. That
1987, when Davis was
Francisco and Glavine
up to the
Braves.

